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Artificial lattices have served as a platform to study the physics of unconventional superconductivity. We study
semiconductor artificial graphene—a honeycomb superlattice imposed on a semiconductor heterostructure—
which hosts the Dirac physics of graphene but with a tunable periodic potential strength and lattice spacing,
allowing control of the strength of the electron-electron interactions. We demonstrate a new mechanism for
superconductivity due to repulsive interactions which requires a strong lattice potential and a minimum doping
away from the Dirac points. The mechanism relies on the Berry phase of the emergent Dirac fermions, which
causes oppositely moving electron pairs near the Dirac points to interfere destructively, reducing the Coulomb
repulsion and thereby giving rise to an effective attraction. The attractive component of the interaction is
enhanced by a novel antiscreening effect which, in turn, increases with doping; as a result, there is a minimum
doping beyond which superconducting order generically ensues. The dominant superconducting state exhibits a
spatially modulated gap with chiral p-wave symmetry. Microscopic calculations suggest that the possible critical
temperatures are large relative to the low carrier densities, for a range of experimentally realistic parameters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.043155
I. INTRODUCTION
Two dimensional semiconductor systems have provided
striking manifestations of both the quantum behavior of single
electrons and a variety of paradigmatic interacting states of
matter [1]. Over several decades, experimental technology
has advanced to allow remarkable control and tunability over
these systems, and access to a variety of fundamental physi-
cal effects. Designer superlattices such as artificial graphene
(AG)—a semiconductor heterostructure patterned with a hon-
eycomb lattice potential—seek to combine the novel physics
of materials like graphene with the high degree of control in
semiconductor devices [2–12]. As in conventional graphene,
the periodic potential in AG gives rise to a pair of band
crossings near which the single–electron dynamics may be
described by a 2 + 1 dimensional Dirac fermionic theory with
emergent relativistic invariance. Motivated by substantial re-
cent improvements in the quality of these superlattices [5,6],
we propose that such a system is capable of supporting a new
type of unconventional superconductivity, across a range of
experimentally achievable parameters.
Our mechanism relies on the Berry phase associated
with the emergent Dirac fermions of the superlattice, which
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provides the attraction between electrons via a novel inter-
ference effect, that promotes Cooper pairing as a way to
lower the energy cost of Coulomb repulsion. We find that
this mechanism is effective when the atomic orbitals of the
superlattice become localized, unlike in graphene, a regime
which can be reached by narrowing or deepening the minima
of the superlattice potential. We do not rely on nesting, van
Hove singularities, the Kohn–Luttinger effect, or spin fluctua-
tions near a magnetically ordered state. Rather, the pairing is
mediated by fluctuations of an emergent pseudospin degree of
freedom. While we expect our mechanism to be a universal
feature of interacting Dirac systems, including twisted bilayer
graphene and similar twisted layered systems, we suggest
that in semiconductor superlattices, the pairing interaction
may be sufficiently enhanced by device engineering to yield
values of Tc significantly higher than those either proposed
theoretically or observed experimentally in honeycomb lattice
materials. We find the dominant instability to occur in the
p + ip channel with pairing within the same valley, result-
ing in a time reversal invariant, spin triplet gap with finite
quasimomentum, furnishing an example of the rare Fulde–
Ferrell–Larkin–Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase [13–16].
Since the single-particle physics in semiconductor het-
erostructures can be engineered with great control, the known
structure of the wave functions as well as the possibility of
tuning the system into a weakly interacting regime provides a
quantitatively reliable starting point for a perturbative exam-
ination of interaction effects, in stark contrast to theories of
superconductivity in strongly correlated systems. We are able
to predict critical temperatures Tc ≈ 20 K in InAs quantum
wells with lattice spacing L = 10 nm, and Tc ≈ 10 K for
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FIG. 1. [(a) and (b)] Schematic of semiconductor artificial graphene: a 2DEG is confined by a semiconductor heterostructure, chosen for
illustration to be AlGaAs–GaAs–AlGaAs. A metallic gate or mask with a triangular antidot array is placed on top of the heterostructure,
introducing the hexagonal superlattice potential experienced by the electrons in the 2DEG. (c) The miniband dispersion E (k) in units of
EK = K2/(2m∗), where K = 4π/(3L) is the valley momentum, plotted for W = EK (solid), 8EK (dashed). As W/EK increases and the Fermi
velocity decreases, the interactions V00;00 and Vzz;00 in (4) dominate. (d) (Left) Density plot of the wave functions of (1), showing pseudospin
up (blue) and down (red). (Right) The Brillouin zone corresponding to the periodic potential (2).
GaAs. The ratio of the critical temperature to the electron den-
sity suggests that the electron pairing strength ranks among
cuprates, iron pnictides, and twisted bilayer graphene [17]—
offering a new class of systems to study the elusive physics of
strongly bound Cooper pairs.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the
theory describing the physics of AG. In Sec. III, we explain
the pseudospin mechanism for superconductivity. In Sec. IV,
we present the solution to the gap equation. Section V will
discuss our results.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
The single–particle physics of AG is described by a two
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the presence of an
electrostatic superlattice potential. There are several exist-
ing approaches to implementing the superlattice, including
patterning the upper layer of a semiconductor heterostruc-
ture [5,6] or depositing a metallic top-gate using standard
lithographic techniques [7]. Accounting for the Coulomb in-
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where m∗ and εr are the effective mass and dielectric constant
of the semiconductor, r = (x, y) is the in–plane coordinate
vector, p is the magnitude of the in–plane electron mo-
mentum, (r) is the spin- 12 electron operator and U (r) is
a superlattice potential with lattice spacing L. A standard
geometry, shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), involves an antidot
array which produces an electrostatic potential with maxima
forming a triangular lattice and minima forming a honey-
comb lattice [8,9]. The electron density is depleted at the
antidot sites and concentrated at the minima of the potential
[Fig. 1(d)]. We assume the system is distanced from gates by
D  k−1F . The precise form of the potential is subject to the
particular design of the system, however these details are not
conceptually important to our mechanism and we may treat
a generic system via a simplified model involving three re-
ciprocal lattice vectors G1 = 2π3L (3,
√
3), G2 = 2π3L (0,−2
√
3),
G3 = G1 + G2, and parametrized by an effective energy con-
stant W ,
U (r) = 2W
∑
i
cos(Gi · r) . (2)
As in graphene, the band structure features two band cross-
ings at the valley momenta K1 = 4π3L (1, 0) and K ′1 = −K1,









x + kyσ y)ψk (3)
where v is the effective velocity, ψk is an eight-component
spinor possessing spin, valley (τ) and an additional pseu-
dospin (σ) degrees of freedom. The eigenstates of the
pseudospin operator σ z correspond to electronic states with
charge density residing primarily on either the A or B sublat-
tices of the honeycomb structure surrounding the antidot sites.
The wave functions of (1) allow a direct computation of
the matrix elements of the unscreened Coulomb interaction,
in the basis of valley and pseudospin. The interactions near
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where the pseudospin and valley indices run over μ, ν, ρ, λ ∈
{0, x, y, z} (with σ 0 and τ 0 denoting the identity operator in
pseudospin and valley space).
The interaction (4) contains both the long-range 1/q repul-
sion as well as additional short–ranged pseudospin and valley
dependent repulsions Vμν;ρλ ∝ 1/K . We consider the situation
where the chemical potential is tuned close to the Dirac points
kF 	 K , so the single–electron dynamics is well described
by the Dirac theory. The pseudospin-dependent interactions
at the Fermi surface are therefore suppressed compared to 1/q
by a factor kF /K 	 1.
The values of the interaction constants Vμν;ρλ are readily
controlled by the ratio W/EK where EK = K2/2m∗. The sys-
tem can be driven between two regimes: at low values of
W/EK , the Bloch wave functions correspond to nearly free
electrons that reflect off the repulsive sites occurring at the
maxima of U (r), and therefore occupy a significant portion
of the unit cell. For larger values of W/EK , the charge density
becomes exponentially localized at the minima of U (r), which
form a honeycomb lattice consisting of two well-defined inter-
locking sublattices [Fig. 1(d)]. We observe from numerics that
this regime corresponds to W/EK > 1. In order to understand
the behavior of the interaction constants in this regime, we
may express Hamiltonian in the basis of Wannier orbitals

















× (c†α3R3σ να3α4 cα4,R4), (5)
where c†α,R =
∫
†(r)ϕα (r − R)dr, σ 0 = 1, and σ x, σ y, σ z
are the Pauli matrices acting on the orbital doublet. We treat
the creation operators c†α,R as two component-spinors in spin
space, so summation over spins is implicit in the products
c†α,Rcα′,R′ .
For W/EK > 1, the orbitals become localized at one of
the two minima of U (r) within a unit cell and we may con-
sider αi to index the two distinct sublattices indicated in red
and blue in Fig. 1(d). Writing c†α,R → (a†R, b†R)α , the domi-
nant single-particle hopping processes in (5) then occur when
R1 and R2 are nearest neighbors (corresponding to terms of
the form a†R1 bR2 , with other hoppings decaying exponentially
with the distance between sites. At the same time, interac-
tion terms in (5) in which α1 = α2, α3 = α4 (corresponding
to terms of the form a†R1 bR2 b
†
R3
aR4 ) are suppressed for the
same reason. The remaining terms ∝ U00,Uzz are diagonal
in pseudospin space, and correspond to terms of the form
(a†RaR ± b†RbR)(a†R′aR′ ± b†R′bR′ ). Both U00,Uzz are strongly
enhanced when the orbitals become localized, and as the
superlattice potential becomes more confining, the short-
ranged interactions with R = R′ become dominant. The
constants Vμν;ρλ describing interactions near the K, K ′ points
may be obtained by performing a Fourier transform with re-
spect to R − R′.
Therefore, in the low-energy model (4), the only surviv-
ing interactions in the regime W/EK > 1 are diagonal in
pseudospin space—containing σ 0, σ z—and can either contain
τ 0, τ z (intravalley scattering) or τ x, τ y (intervalley scatter-
ing). Both interactions can lead to superconductivity with
different orders, but numerical results revealed that the in-
tervalley mechanism yielded an instability for lower values
of Tc throughout all the range of parameters studied; we will
exclude this from the subsequent analysis in the current work,
since it is less relevant to experiment. The only interactions
that we will therefore retain in our model are associated with
intravalley, pseudospin-conserving scattering, i.e., V00;00(q)
and Vzz;00(q) in Eq. (4). The pseudospin-independent interac-
tion contains the long range Coulomb interaction, V00;00(q) →
2πe2/εr |q| for small q, while the pseudospin-dependent in-
teraction Vzz;00(q) is short ranged [see Eq. (A10)] and is
therefore an increasing function of W/EK , shown explicitly
in Appendix.
We note furthermore that since we are interested in the
regime W/EK > 1, in which the Wannier orbitals occupy a
small region of the unit cell, our analysis is not applicable
to graphene in which the atomic radius is comparable to the
lattice spacing L = 2.54 Å. The ability to separate the length
scales associated with the size of the orbital wave functions
and the lattice spacing in AG allows access to dramatically
different interaction effects.
III. PAIRING MECHANISM
There are two key aspects of the mechanism for supercon-
ductivity. The first arises due to the novel screening properties
of the pseudospin-dependent Hubbard interactions we intro-
duce in Eq. (4), and the second arises due to the topological
properties of the Dirac wave function, which results in an
effective attraction.
We firstly incorporate screening in the random phase ap-
proximation (RPA) [18–24], which can be justified here by
the fact that the Dirac cones have fourfold (N = 4) spin
and valley degeneracy; corrections to the RPA are relatively
suppressed by the factor 1/N [18,19,23]. We comment that
unlike ordinary metals in which the RPA is an expansion in
the Wigner–Seitz radius rs, which is typically not a small
parameter, in Dirac systems the RPA is an expansion in
1/N , making the RPA well-controlled [25]. While previous
studies have applied the RPA to describe screening effects
in graphene, in our current analysis we also incorporate the
pseudospin-dependent interaction Vzz;00 in addition to the usu-
ally considered long range ∝ 1/q interaction. The general
form of the RPA equations for the interaction structure (4) is
Ṽμν;ρλ(ω, q)
= Vμν;ρλ(q) + Vμα;ρβ (q)αγ ;βδ (ω, q)Ṽγ ν;δλ(ω, q), (6)
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where the polarization operators αγ ;βδ are given by
αγ ;βδ (ω, q) = −iTr
∫





G(E , k) = 1
E + μ − v(τ zkxσ x + kyσ y) + i0sgn(E )
(7)
with G(E , k) being the single-particle Green’s function. Note
that the intervalley and intravalley interactions are always
screened independently due to the structure of the trace
in (B2). Solution of the RPA equations and evaluation of (B2)
show that 00;00 in our case is identical to the polarization
operator of graphene [20], which leads to the screening of the
long range Coulomb repulsion. By contrast, the expression
for zz;00 contains a Pauli operator σ z which anticommutes
with the single-particle Hamiltonian v(τ zkxσ x + kyσ y) in the
denominator of the Green’s function, leading to a different
screening phenomenon. In particular, in the range 0 < |q| <
2kF the static polarization operators 00;00, zz;00 are constant
and real, but opposite in sign, leading to the reduction and
enhancement respectively of V00;00, Vzz;00:
00;00(ω = 0, q) = −2kF
πv






zz;00(ω = 0, q) = +2kF
πv





The complete expression for zz;00(ω, q) at finite frequency is
given in Appendix.
The function zz;00 > 0 implies Vzz;00 is antiscreened, i.e.,
the screened interaction is enhanced relative to its the bare
value. There is a simple physical picture for why this enhance-
ment occurs. Conventional charge screening occurs because
upon placing an electron in a metal, neighboring electrons are
repelled creating a cloud of holes around it, so that at long
distances an observer sees an effective charge which is smaller
than the bare charge due to shielding. By contrast, consider the
response of the system to a local imbalance of charge between
the two sublattices (i.e., a local increase in the pseudospin σ z).
The imbalance pushes charge off the neighboring sites, which
in turn causes a charge imbalance in the neighboring unit cell,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Hence, the total sublattice imbalance
σ z an observer sees at long distances has been increased. This
means that pseudospin fluctuations are antiscreened, and grow
stronger due to many body effects. Formally, this effect can
also be derived from the anticommutation relation between
the operator σ z and the kinetic term ∝τ zkxσ x + kyσ y. Phys-
ically, zz;00 measures the response of the system to a local
perturbation of 〈σ z〉, the relative electron density on sublat-
tices A and B. The result zz;00 > 0 therefore indicates that
FIG. 2. Pseudospin antiscreening Electrons (blue) are deposited
on the A sublattice in (a) locally increasing the pseudospin 〈σ z〉 =
nA − nB. Surrounding electrons are pushed off the neighboring B sub-
lattice in (b) leaving holes (red) behind, increasing the pseudospin in
the neighboring unit cells—generating a “ferromagnetic” pseudospin
polarization. The effect is to enhance the initial 〈σ z〉, which corre-
sponds to increasing the effective Vzz;00 coupling. This is contrasted
with the overall charge density nA + nB, which is screened.
a such a perturbation induces a “ferromagnetic” pseudospin
polarization of the neighboring environment, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.
To investigate the possibility of superconductivity, it is
necessary to calculate the scattering amplitude in the Cooper
channel, using the Dirac wave functions for particles on the
Fermi surface,
|k, τ 〉 = 1√
2
eik·r(|a〉 + τeiτθk |b〉), (10)
with |a〉, |b〉 being the σ z eigenstates, which are localized
on the A and B sites, respectively. The matrix elements of
the interactions between the outgoing and incoming states
k,−k and p,−p within the same valley result in the scattering
amplitude
ττ (p, k) = 14Ṽ00;00(ω, q)(1 + eiτθ )2
+ 14Ṽzz;00(ω, q)(1 − eiτθ )2, (11)
where q = k − p, ω = v(|k| − |p|) and θ = θp − θk is the
scattering angle. The dominant contributions to the BCS equa-
tions arise from scattering processes near the Fermi level, for
which the ω and q dependence of Ṽ00;00 and Ṽzz;00 is weak,
and we may replace them with constants. The momentum
dependence of the scattering vertex then appears entirely due
to the scattering angle in terms containing eiτθ in (11), which
originate from the Berry phase of the Dirac wave functions.










4 (Ṽ00;00 + Ṽzz;00) , l = 0, 2τ,
1
2 (Ṽ00;00 − Ṽzz;00) , l = τ,
0, l = 0, τ, 2τ.
(12)
From Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that the term associated
to Ṽzz;00 has an attractive  = ±1 partial wave amplitude
due to the negative prefactor of e±iθ . The interaction pro-
motes p + ip pairing in the valley τ = 1 and p − ip pairing
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FIG. 3. Interference between Dirac particles The relative phase
between Dirac particles with momenta k and −k means that a pair
wave function made out of these states acquires nodes on the lattice
sites. This minimizes the repulsive energy cost of the pseudospin
(sublattice polarization, cf. Fig. 2) fluctuations ∼Vzz;00, by causing the
electrons to avoid being on the same sublattice, and therefore reduc-
ing the total pseudospin 〈σ z〉 = nA − nB. Antiscreening enhances this
energy gain, which eventually gives rise to superconductivity. The
nodal structure is illustrated by a schematic plot of the two-electron
probability density |k,−k(r1, r2)|2, where the coordinate of one elec-
tron is fixed to r1 = rA on sublattice A (blue sites). The probability
density for r2 then has maxima on the B sites (red sites) and nodes
on the A sites.
in the other valley τ = −1, which we denote as p + iτ p
pairing. When Ṽzz;00 > Ṽ00;00, this attraction exceeds the resid-
ual repulsive interactions, resulting in =τττ < 0 and hence
superconductivity.
The attraction results from the interplay between the
kinetic term in the Hamiltonian and interaction-driven fluc-
tuations of the relative charge between the sublattices 〈σ z〉 =
nA − nB, where nA and nB are the densities on each sublat-
tice. The Dirac wave functions are equal superpositions of
σ z eigenstates with a relative phase which winds in momen-
tum space; the matrix elements associated with both Ṽ00;00
and Ṽzz;00 inherit this phase winding when projected onto the
Fermi surface (nA ± nB)2 → 14 (1 ± e−iτθ )2n2+ (with n+ being
the density in the upper band). Hence, while the interactions
are proportional to (nA ± nB)2 which is always positive, the
phase winding of the Dirac wave function causes the interac-
tion to separate into different angular harmonics with opposite
sign.
The pairing mechanism may be explained more intuitively
as follows. While the unscreened Coulomb interaction is al-
ways repulsive, it is reduced when electrons avoid being on
the same sublattice. For a Dirac particle, the wave function ac-
quires a π Berry phase when k → −k. This implies that a pair
wave function made out of two particles, with momenta k and
−k, acquires nodes due to destructive interference between
the two components (Fig. 3); if one electron is located on the
A sublattice, its pair is forced to live on the B sublattice. Since
the interaction associated to Ṽzz;00 is ∝ (nA − nB)2, forming
a state out of pairs with k and −k causes the electrons to
minimize the energy cost of nA = nB, by avoiding occupying
the same sublattice. The energetic advantage from forming
such a state with these nodes ∼Ṽzz;00, and when antiscreening
causes this energy to exceed the repulsion from the aver-
age charge density ∼Ṽ00;00, the system minimizes energy by
forming Cooper pairs.
The combination of the negative  = ±1 ampltude in
the Ṽzz;00 interaction due the interference associated with
Berry phase, and antiscreening, is a new mechanism for
superconductivity due to repulsive interactions, which has
not been previously explored in other studies of honeycomb
lattice models. Furthermore we note that, unlike the most
commonly studied routes to superconductivity via repul-
sive interactions, pairing does not rely on nesting [26], spin
fluctuations [27–30], van Hove singularities [31–33], or the
Kohn–Luttinger mechanism—which relies on singularities in
the interaction due to backscattering, ie scattering processes
with q = 2kF [26,34]. Our mechanism also exists at weak
coupling, and the “pairing glue” is the fluctuations of the
pseudospin density 〈ψ†σ zψ〉.
In Fig. 4(a), we plot the  = τ partial wave amplitude
=1ττ (p, kF ). The low–frequency attractive part of the in-
travalley interaction is due to the antiscreened Ṽzz;00 term,
while at high–frequencies, both the screened and antiscreened
interactions are repulsive. The same step–like frequency
dependence appears in phonon-mediated BCS pairing, for
which the interaction consists of a screened repulsive part
(the so-called Anderson–Morel pseudopotential) and an over-
screened attractive part beneath the Debye frequency due to
phonons [35,36]. We therefore solve the gap equation using
standard methods from BCS theory (for details see Appendix).
IV. SUPERCONDUCTING GAP AND CRITICAL
TEMPERATURE
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the (dimensionless) intravalley scat-
tering amplitude can be well approximated by a simplified




ττ (p, k) =
{
g2(p − ) − g1( − p) , k < 
g2( − p) − g3(p − ) , k >  ,
(13)
where ν0 is the single-particle density of states at the Fermi
energy EF , measured relative to the Dirac point. The param-
eter  is the frequency at which the scattering amplitude
changes sign [see Fig. 4(a)], and in the regime we consider is
comparable to the Fermi energy. The quantities gi are obtained
by averaging the dimensionless scattering amplitude ν0 for
frequencies above and below . An attractive interaction be-
tween electrons within the same valley in the  = τ channel





iτ (θp−θk )〈ψ−p,s,τψp,s′,τ 〉
= =τ (k)k−1(kx − iτky)(id · ssy)ss′ , (14)
where d is a real three–dimensional vector associated with the
spin triplet ordering, s are the Pauli matrices acting on spin,
and =1 satisfies the BCS gap equation,
=ττ (k)
=
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FIG. 4. (a) The  = τ partial wave component of the Cooper channel scattering amplitude (11), ν0=τττ (p, kF ) for parameters corresponding
to a 10 nm InAs quantum well with W/EK = 7.3 and kF /K = 0.25. The solid line indicates the full momentum dependence in Eq. (11), while
the blue dashed line is the step function approximation Eq. (13). (b) Critical temperature as a function of W for InAs and GaAs (inset) quantum
wells at doping kF /K = 0.25. The red shaded region indicates that the ratio of gap to Fermi energy 0.1 < /EF < 0.2. (c) Heat plot of critical
temperature as a function of Fermi momentum kF /K and potential strength W/EK . The lower (upper) dashed line marks /EF = 0.1(0.2),
while the unshaded region /EF > 0.2 is strongly coupled and contains competing instabilities.
the solution of which is given in Appendix. The gap is a
superposition of p + ip pairing in one valley, and p − ip
in the other. We also note that intravalley pairing has the
novelty of a gap with nonzero quasimomentum K , which
has the form (r) ∝ cos(2K1 · r + φ), i.e., spatially modu-
lated with a periodicity of three unit cells with φ being a
constant phase, realizing an example of the unusual Fulde–
Ferrell–Larkin–Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase (alternatively a
“pair density wave”) [13–16].
In Fig. 4(b), we fix the electronic density at kF /K = 0.25,
and plot Tc against potential strength W/EK where EK =
K2/2m∗ for both InAs, and GaAs (inset) based AG. Taking
L = 10 nm, for InAs with εr = 14.6 and m∗ = 0.0229 [37],
we find Tc ≈ 20 K. For GaAs, with εr = 12.4 and m∗ =
0.067, for L = 10 nm, we find Tc ≈ 10 K. The shaded regions
on the two curves indicate entry into the strong coupling
regime, determined by 0.1 < /EF < 0.2. We note that Tc for
GaAs is lower than in InAs, due the larger effective mass and
hence lower EK . The ratio between the gap and Fermi energy
/EF is commonly used as an indicator of the strength of the
pairing [17]. The value /EF = 0.1 is comparable to many
known high temperature superconductors, illustrating that the
values of Tc possible in AG are large in comparison to the low
carrier density.
Unlike many existing theories of high temperature super-
conductors, weak coupling BCS theory can be reliably applied
to our microscopic theory of pairing. We note that the fine
structure constant in our theory is α = e2/(εrv) ≈ 0.4 for the
parameters corresponding to the results shown for InAs in
Fig. 4(b) and α ≈ 0.7 in GaAs (in the inset). For doping sig-
nificantly away from the Dirac point, the strong screening of
interactions due to the high degeneracy (N = 4) of the Fermi
surfaces means that α is less relevant as a measure of the
interaction strength. Nevertheless we comment that, despite
a high value of α in graphene, it has been shown that the RPA
is well controlled in graphene even at charge neutrality where
the density of states is vanishing [24]. In our current work,
the relevant expansion parameter of perturbation theory is
(ln(2EF /))−1 since perturbative corrections to the effective
vertex are dominated by the logarithmic terms arising in the
Cooper channel.
In Fig. 4(c), we show Tc as a function of density and po-
tential strength using parameters for InAs, setting L = 10 nm.
For any doping within the range shown, there is a correspond-
ing range of potential strengths for which superconductivity
exists. This is an important result, demonstrating that su-
perconductivity is a not a result of fine tuning. Beneath a
minimum W/EK , the bare value of Vzz;00 becomes too small
to yield superconductivity, despite antiscreening. There is a
minimum doping kF /K required to enhance the screening
effects which cause =τττ < 0, and we interrupt the phase
diagram before antiscreening causes the couplings to grow
large.
For the unshaded regions in Fig. 4(c), /EF > 0.2. The
dashed lines in the plots mark the region 0.1 < /EF < 0.2,
at which point the interactions grow large, and perturbative
corrections become uncontrolled. Nevertheless in this region,
it is reasonable to expect superconductivity to persist and that
Tc will continue to increase, but our theory loses reliability.
In this regime, competing Stoner-type instabilities including
ferromagnetism and density wave ordering begin to emerge.
Despite the lack of theoretical predictions for this region of
the phase diagram, we expect the system to exhibit interest-
ing physics to be explored experimentally. Importantly, the
Stoner-type instabilities do not appear at weak coupling be-
cause the Fermi surface is not nested, which is required for
these instabilities to compete with superconductivity in this
regime [26].
We note that the superconducting portion of the phase di-
agram requires a large ratio W/EK  6 (2.4) in InAs (GaAs),
which implies W  2 eV (0.25 eV). The large potential
strength is a result of the simplified model (2) with only
a single energy parameter W , chosen for a simple con-
ceptual illustration of the theory. In a situation where the
superlattice is engineered to effectively increase the antidot
size relative to the lattice spacing, additional cosine terms
must be added in (2) which preserve the lattice symme-
try, and similar values of Vzz;00 may be obtained with a
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significantly shallower potential variation, as we illustrate in
Appendix.
V. DISCUSSION
Microscopic calculations of Tc typically cannot be taken as
accurate experimental predictions, since Tc depends exponen-
tially on the electron-electron interaction and so modest errors
in calculating the electron–electron scattering amplitude have
an exponential effect on Tc. We nonetheless claim the above
calculations are experimentally meaningful. The reason for
this is the antiscreening of the Ṽzz;00 coupling. As pointed out
earlier, as one varies the chemical potential, lattice spacing,
and potential strength—as one is free to do in an artificial
superlattice—there is a region of parameter space where anti-
screening causes Ṽzz;00 to grow sufficiently large. Hence, if our
approximations overestimate Ṽzz;00, that error can be compen-
sated for by experimentally varying the physical parameters
so that Ṽzz;00 is sufficiently enhanced by antiscreening for
superconductivity to arise. Our results should then be inter-
preted as indicating the range of Tc possible within a range of
experimental parameters.
In order to understand the experimental feasibility of our
proposal, it is important to ask whether our mechanism sur-
vives the disorder expected to be present in a nanofabricated
device: impurity scattering, as well as superlattice disorder,
i.e., shape, size and position variations of the antidots. In the
case of both InAs and GaAs with L = 10 nm, /EF = 0.1,
and kF /K = 0.25 implies a superconducting coherence length
ξ = 30 nm. On the other hand, the mean free path l for
these materials can be order several microns, substantially
longer than the coherence length and the characteristic lat-
tice spacing l  ξ, L, indicating that the effects of impurity
scattering are weak and the superconducting state is described
by the clean limit [38]. It has been shown that antidot size
variation is the dominant long-wavelength superlattice disor-
der, and generates variations in the Fermi energy across the
sample [9]. Even though the gap function (14) is time rever-
sal symmetric, pairing does not occur between time–reversed
states and Anderson’s theorem [39,40] does not apply, so we
expect that Tc is reduced by regions of the sample deviating
from optimal doping [41]. We finally note that it is possible
for disorder to promote another superconducting state over
p + iτ p intravalley pairing—Anderson’s theorem would ap-
ply to s-wave intervalley pairing, for which we found lower
Tc in the absence of disorder. Given that the intervalley calcu-
lation yielded lower Tc, we will present the details in a future
work.
Promisingly, very recent experimental work has reported
the creation of low disorder AG, as indicated by clear sig-
natures of the Dirac dispersion [5,6]. These low disorder
realizations of AG possess superlattice spacings L ∼ 70 nm;
the main experimental challenge in realizing our predicted
superconducting state with Tc ≈ 20 K is achieving smaller
values of L ≈ 10 nm while maintaining low superlattice disor-
der. While we have plotted results for this ambitious scenario,
superconductivity still exists for larger lattice spacings: for
superlattices with L = 50 nm our theory predicts up to Tc ≈
1.4 K (0.3 K) for InAs (GaAs) at the edge of the weak
coupling regime (T = 0) = 0.1EF .
Our theory naturally predicts an unconventional gap func-
tion (14), corresponding to a p + iτ p FFLO state possessing
time reversal symmetry. Due to the valley and spin degen-
eracy, our state can be thought of as four copies of the
Read-Green model of a 2D topological superconductor [42].
As pairing occurs within both the K and K ′ valleys, we
expect two time-reversed pairs of Majorana edge modes,
which generally become hybridized. Such a state possesses
a trivial topological invariant according to the bulk-boundary
correspondence for topological superconductors, but may be
shown to realize a higher-order topological phase with pro-
tected zero-energy Majorana corner modes [43,44], a property
which has major applications to topological quantum compu-
tation [45]. This point will be discussed further in a separate
study.
While the superconducting phase discussed is among sev-
eral explored previously in honeycomb lattices [15,16,46–
48], our analysis demonstrates a new microscopic mechanism
that gives rise to such a state: a pairing interaction mediated
by antiscreened pseudospin fluctuations 〈σ z〉, which exists
generically as a feature of interacting Dirac systems. Previous
field theoretic studies of honeycomb systems have explored
the interaction V00;00 and calculated the charge screening due
to 00;00, but not the pseudospin interaction Vzz;00—which
becomes essential in the regime where the radius of the atomic
sites is small compared to the unit cell—or antiscreening due
to zz;00.
While the mechanism is unlikely to be relevant to
graphene, due to its relatively delocalized atomic orbitals and
hence small value of Vzz;00, this mechanism might be appli-
cable to other artificial lattices [49–52], including recently
discussed Moiré superlattices in twisted layered systems [53],
which would also have the advantage of much lower su-
perlattice disorder. We stress, however, that application of
our theory would not require experimental fine tuning to the
“magic angle”; our mechanism can exist in the weak coupling
regime, as in phonon–mediated superconductivity, and does
not require flat bands.
The tunability of AG presents the opportunity to test sim-
ple variations of this theory, in much the same way that
cold atomic gases have allowed experimentalists a platform
to implement a large host of toy models. Alternative lattice
geometries can be imposed on the 2DEG, and future stud-
ies may also wish to investigate the role of higher bands
beyond the first two Dirac points. An alternative avenue to
chiral superconductivity in AG is to increase the density
to a van Hove singularity, causing d-wave superconduc-
tivity alongside competing magnetic order, a scenario first
proposed in the context of graphene [31–33]. A crucial dis-
tinction in our mechanism is its validity over a large range
of densities, and the absence of nesting and competing in-
stabilities in the weak coupling regime. The ability to tune
AG to the strong coupling regime, outside the parameter
range for which we are confident superconductivity domi-
nates, allows access to a significantly richer phase diagram
in which density wave and magnetic order compete with
chiral superconductivity—an interesting scenario reminiscent
of cuprates and twisted bilayer graphene [17]. Experiments
will be necessary to understand this section of the phase
diagram.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE LOW-ENERGY
INTERACTING HAMILTONIAN
The generic single-particle Hamiltonian describing a su-







Wn(z) cos(Gn · r), (A1)
where r = (x, y) are the in-plane coordinates, z is the out-of-
plane coordinate and n indexes the reciprocal lattice vectors
Gn. At the K and K ′ points, the space of single–particle
wave functions |k,σ,τ 〉 = eik·r|σ, τ 〉 is spanned by the basis of
pseudospin eigenstates |σ, τ 〉 (with τ = +1,−1 correspond-
ing to states near the K and K ′ points, respectively) whose
coordinate representation has the structure













The set {Kτn} represents all Brillouin zone corners relating to
a given valley τ .
The many–body Hamiltonian describing physics near the
K , K ′ points may be expressed in terms of the fermionic
creation operators ψ†k,σ,τ,s with quasimomentum k relative to
the valley momentum, pseudospin σ and spin s near the K or
























q + Kτ3n′ − Kτ1n
)
,





|r|2 + (z − z′)2
− 1√
|r|2 + (z + z′)2 + 2D2
]
eiq·rϕ(z)2ϕ(z′)2dzdz′d2r. (A5)
The second term in the brackets is the contribution from an image charge, resulting from a metallic gate at distance D from the
system. The sum in the first line is taken over values of n, n′, m, m′ satisfying
Kτ3n′ − Kτ1n + Kτ4m′ − Kτ2m = 0, (A6)
which can be seen to vanish unless τ1 + τ2 = τ3 + τ4.
The eigenfunctions of the single–particle term in the Hamiltonian are given by
|k, τ 〉 = 1√
2
(|a, τ 〉 + τeiτθk |b, τ 〉)eik·r, (A7)
where |a, τ 〉 and |b, τ 〉 are envelope functions localized predominantly on the A and B sublattices, corresponding to pseudospin
up and down; τ dependence is abbreviated in Eq. (10). These two components of the wave function are combined with a relative
phase that depends on the momentum, which shifts by π when k → −k. As explained in the main text, this π phase is important
to the mechanism for superconductivity, as it gives rise to destructive interference in the pair wave function, allowing the charge
densities of the two electrons to avoid being on the same sublattice.
The interaction matrix elements depend on the vertical profile of the charge density, which is sensitive to the harmonics of
the electrostatic potential Wn(z). For simplicity, however, we will consider the limit of a narrow well, so the transverse wave
functions ϕ(z) are highly localized near z = 0 and the interaction potential V (q) may be replaced by









eiq·r d2r = 2πe
2
εr |q| (1 − e
−2|q|D) . (A8)
We may ignore the term ∝ e−2|q|D if the gate is far from the system, D > 1/kF .
In the main text, we consider a model in which the only harmonics of the superlattice potential (A1) involve reciprocal
lattice vectors |Gn| =
√
3K connecting points within the first Brillouin zone. We assume the potential is vertically uniform, so
Wn(z) = 2W is constant.
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The matrix elements of the interaction vanish unless either τ1 = τ3, τ2 = τ4 or τ1 = τ4 = −τ2 = −τ3. In these cases the
interactions are separable and are of the form
U = U I + U II ,
U Iσ1τ1,σ2τ2,σ3τ3,σ4τ4
= [V00;00(q)σ 0τ 0 ⊗ σ 0τ 0 + Vxx;00(q)σ xτ 0 ⊗ σ xτ 0 + Vyy;zz(q)σ yτ z ⊗ σ yτ z + Vzz;00(q)σ zτ 0 ⊗ σ zτ 0]σ1τ1,σ3τ3;σ2τ2,σ4τ4 ,
U IIσ1τ1,σ2τ2,σ3τ3,σ4τ4 = [V ′00;±∓(q)σ 0τ± ⊗ σ 0τ∓ + V ′ii;±∓(q)σ iτ± ⊗ σ iτ∓]σ1τ1,σ3τ3;σ2τ2,σ4τ4 , (A9)
where i, j run over x and y, and the indices are arranged such
that, e.g., [σ yτ z ⊗ σ yτ z]σ1τ1,σ3τ3;σ2τ2,σ4τ4 ≡ (σ yτ z )σ1τ1,σ3τ3 ⊗
(σ yτ z )σ2τ2,σ4τ4 .
In our analysis of the superconducting state, only the
matrix elements corresponding to τ1 = τ2 = τ3 = τ4 appear,
since we consider the case of Cooper pairs formed from elec-
trons within the same valley, and hence we present only U I .




εr |q| + v00
2πe2
εrK








where v00, vzz, and vxx are purely functions of the parame-
ter 2m∗W/K2, alternatively expressed as W/EK , where EK =
K2/(2m∗).
These functions are plotted in Fig. 5. In the regimes of
interest, 2m∗W/K2 > 2, we have vxx 	 vzz, v00 and can be
neglected. This can be understood by the fact that the off–
diagonal matrix elements of Uμν (in pseudospin indices) mix
states from different sublattices. For instance, we see from
Eq. (A7) that 〈k′, τ ′|σ x|k, τ 〉 ∝ 〈a, τ ′|b, τ 〉. When the atomic
orbitals are strongly localized at the lattice sites, the overlap
of these states is small, and hence only the diagonal terms
V00;00 and Vzz;00 remain, as reflected by the numerical results
in Fig. 5.
FIG. 5. The interaction constants v00, vxx, vzz defined in (A10),
as a function of the dimensionless parameter W/EK = 2m∗W/K2.
Higher harmonics
While for the results in the main text, we have considered
the simplified potential (2), in the experimental situation terms
of the form cos(G · r) will appear where G is any reciprocal
lattice vector, and terms in which |G| > √3K may be compa-
rable to the terms previously considered. It is therefore useful
to consider the effects of possible higher harmonics on the
strengths of the interactions. Experimentally, these additional
harmonics become more important when the ratio of the anti-
dot size to the unit cell is increased, and therefore the electron
wave functions are localized more effectively. In Fig. 6, results
are presented for vzz for a model superlattice potential with an
additional set of harmonics
U ′(r) = W
∑
|G|=√3K
cos (G · r) − W ′
∑
|G′|=3K
cos (G′ · r).
(A11)
The figures show the dimensionless interaction vzz as a
function of W/EK for fixed ratios W ′/W = 0, 0.5, and 1. We
see that the additional harmonics greatly reduce the value of
W required to achieve the superconducting state. Note that the
additional harmonics ∝W ′ do not affect the total variation of
the potential.
FIG. 6. The interaction constant vzz defined in (A10), as a func-
tion of the dimensionless parameter W/EK = 2m∗W/K2, for various
values of the second harmonic potential (A11), W ′/W = 0, 0.5, 1.
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APPENDIX B: SCREENED INTERACTIONS
The RPA equations for the screened interactions are
Ṽμν;ρλ(ω, q) = Vμν;ρλ(q) + Vμα;ρβ (q)αγ ;βδ (ω, q)Ṽγ ν;δλ(ω, q), (B1)
where αγ ;βδ is the polarization operator,
αγ ;βδ (ω, q) = −iTr
∫




G(E , k) = 1
E + μ − v(τ zkxσ x + kyσ y) + i0sgn(E ) . (B2)
The RPA equations for intravalley and intervalley scattering decouple, and in this paper we restricted our discussion to the
intravalley interactions, ie ρ = λ = 0, z. From the results in the previous section, we may set Vμν;ρλ(q) → 0 unless μ = ν = 0, z
and ρ = λ = 0. In this case, the solution to the RPA equations has the simple form, where
Ṽ00;00(ω, q) = V00;00(q)
1 − 00;00(ω, q)V00;00(q) , Ṽzz;00(ω, q) =
Vzz;00(q)
1 − zz;00(ω, q)Vzz;00(q) (B3)
and all other interactions are zero.
The polarization operators αγ ;βδ can be calculated using dimensional regularization, using similar manipulations to those
used to calculate 00;00 for graphene, cf. Refs. [19,54]. Since the calculation of 00;00 is presented many papers on graphene,
here we will give the derivation of polarization operator zz;00, which as far as we are aware has not been previously discussed.
Inserting the expression for the electron Green’s function, the formula for the polarization operator gives






Jαβ ((ω + E )ei0 + μ + (k + q) · σ̃ )Jγ δ (Eei0 + μ + k · σ̃ )
(((ω + E )ei0 + μ)2 − (k + q)2)((Eei0 + μ)2 − k2) , (B4)
where σ̃ = (τ zσ x, σ y), Jαβ = σατβ , and Jγ δ = σγ τ δ , and we will focus on Jαβ = σ zτ 0, Jγ δ = σ zτ 0. For brevity, we will also
abbreviate μ = (α, β ), ν = (γ , δ). We will work in units where the Dirac velocity is unity. The replacement ei0 = 1 + i0 makes
the notation more compact, and since Eei0 = E (1 + i0) = E + i0sgnE we see that it is equivalent to the more common notation
for the i0 prescription and the one used in the main text Eq. (7).
The poles of the integrand in the frequency plane are at E = −ω + (−μ ± |k + q|)e−i0, (−μ ± k)e−i0, two of which are
always located in the upper half plane, the other two are located in the upper half plane if μ − k > 0, or μ − |k − q| > 0,
respectively. Closing the integration contour in the upper half plane and performing the frequency integral by residues, we
obtain four contributions, one from each pole,




Jμ(ω̃ − k + (k + q) · σ̃ )Jν (−k + k · σ̃ )
−2k(ω̃ − k + |k + q|)(ω̃ − k − |k + q|) +
Jμ(−|k + q| + (k + q) · σ̃)Jν (−ω̃ − |k + q| + k · σ̃)
−2|k + q|(−ω̃ − |k + q| + k)(−ω̃ − |k + q| − k)
+ J
μ(ω̃ + k + (k + q) · σ̃ )Jν (k + k · σ̃ )
−2k(ω̃ − k + |k + q|)(ω̃ − k − |k + q|)(μ − k)
+ J
μ(|k + q| + (k + q) · σ̃)Jν (−ω̃ + |k + q| + k · σ̃ )
2|k + q|(−ω̃ + |k + q| − k)(−ω̃ + |k + q| + k) (μ − |k + q|). (B5)
For compactness, we have used the notation ω̃ = ω(1 + i0). Substituting k → k − q in the second and fourth contributions, and
combining terms, we get






Aμνs − Bμνs (μ − k)
2k((sω̃ − k)2 − (sq + k)2) , (B6)
where
Aμνs = Tr Js1 (sω̃ + k − (k − sq) · σ̃)Js2 (−k + k · σ̃ ), (B7)
Bμνs = Tr Js1 (sω̃ + k + (k + sq) · σ̃)Js2 (k + k · σ̃ ) (B8)
with (s1, s2) = (μ, ν) when s = 1 and s1 ↔ s2 when s = −1.
The first term in (B6), which contributes when μ = 0, is the so–called ‘interband’ polarization operator, denoted μν− . The
second, which vanishes unless μ = 0, is the ‘intraband’ polarization operator μν+ . The former is linearly divergent and requires
regularization, while the second is manifestly finite due to the theta function. We compute them separately. We will take the
external frequency to be positive ω > 0.
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The interband part is most straightforwardly calculated by returning to the original expression Eq. (B4) and setting μ = 0.





















































(xA + (1 − x)B)2 , (B11)
we write
1





((k + xq)2 − x(x − 1)q2)2 , (B12)
where we now use relativistic notation lμ = (E , k), pμ = (ω, q), and l2 = E2 − k2, p2 = ω2 − q2. Shifting l → l − xp (bear in




(l2 + x(x − 1)p2)2 . (B13)
The corresponding numerator (before Wick rotation) is
Tr Jμ((1 − x)ω + E + [(1 − x)q + k] · σ̃ )Jν (−xω + E + [−xq + k] · σ̃ ). (B14)
Now we substitute Jμ = Jν = σ z ⊗ τ 0 and perform the trace over pseudospin, spin and valley indices (note that the trace of the









8x(x − 1)p2 + 8l2
(k2 + )2 (B15)





















x(1 − x) = π/8, we arrive at
Re zz;00− = 12
√
q2 − ω2 (q − ω). (B17)
We note that there is a subtlety if one tries to calculate the imaginary part from the real part using the Kramers–Kronig
relations, which arises due to the fact that zz;00 does not drop off 1/ω at high frequencies, resulting in a contribution from
the contour at infinity. In such situations, the correct dispersion relations require subtractions to account for this additional
contribution. Through this approach or through using (B10) to calculate the imaginary part directly, one finds
Im zz;00− = − 12
√
ω2 − q2 (ω − q). (B18)





a + cos θ =
sgn(a)√
a2 − 1(|a| − 1). (B19)
This result may be derived by the substitution z = eiθ , whereupon the integral over θ becomes an integral around the unit circle,∫ 2π
0
dθ










(z − z1)(z − z2) , (B20)
where z1,2 = −a ±
√
a2 − 1. Note that since z1z2 = 1, if one root is outside the unit circle the other is inside. In the case of
real a, when a < 1 then both roots sit exactly on the unit circle. If both poles are included in the integration, their contributions
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(z − z1)(z − z2) =
1
zi − z j , (B21)
which can straightforwardly be shown to give Eq. (B19).
Now consider the case where a is given an infinitesimal imaginary part a → a + ib0. Returning to (B20), the poles are now
located at z1,2 = −a − ib0 ±
√
(a + ib0)2 − 1. The integral is unaffected by the shift in the poles in the case a > 1, however
when a < 1, one of the poles is shifted just outside the unit circle, and there is no cancellation between the two poles. Hence the
integral obtains a nonzero contribution for a > 1, which results in




a + ib0 + cos θ =
sgn(a)√
a2 − 1(|a| − 1) − i
sgn(b)√
1 − a2 (1 − |a|) (B22)
These integrals will be used to calculate the real and imaginary parts of the intraband polarization operator.





4sω̃k − 4sk · q












− ω̃2+2sω̃k−q22skq + cos θ
(μ − k). (B23)
Note the constant term, given by N × μ/(2π ) where N = 4, is positive. By contrast, calculation of the density–density
response 00;00 finds a similar expression, but with a constant term N × −μ/(2π ). The relative minus sign arose in the
calculation of zz;00 from anticommuting σ z past the single-particle Hamiltonian ∝k · σ̃. Since the second term in this expression
vanishes at small q and ω, in the long–wavelength and static limit the functions zz;00 and 00;00 equal a positive and negative
constant respectively. The negative value of 00;00 is responsible for screening ie weakening of charge density fluctuations
Ṽ00;00 < V00;00, while the positive value of zz;00 leads to antiscreening ie strengthening of pseudospin fluctuations Ṽzz;00 > Vzz;00,
as can be seen from (B3). It is precisely these antiscreened interactions which give rise to intravalley pairing, and so as the
efficiency of screening is increased—for instance through doping—so does the tendency toward superconductivity.









(ω2 + 2sω̃k − q2)2 − 4k2q2 sgn(ω
2 + 2sωk − q2) ((ω2 + 2sωk − q2)2 − 4k2q2) (μ − k).
(B24)









(ω2 − q2)(4k2 − q2) sgn(2sωk − q













Since k originally ranged from 0 to ∞, after the change of variables k ranges from −sω/2 to ∞. To make this clear, we added
an additional theta function in the previous expression emphasizing the correct limits of integration. To proceed further, we will
require the integrals, ∫
dk√















4k2 − q2). (B27)



































2μ + ω +
√





+ sgn(ω − 2μ + q) ln
(
|2μ − ω +
√
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(q − |2μ − ω|)
+ π
2
{(|2μ + ω| − q) + (|2μ − ω| − q)}
)
. (B31)
To calculate the imaginary part, we use (B22), observing that the imaginary part of the denominator in (B23) is ∝ −(ω +
sk) × 0. Hence, following the same simplifications, we applied to the real part,





(ω2 − q2)(4k2 − q2) sgn(ω + sk)((ω












Once again we must separately consider cases (a) ω > q and (b) ω < q. Through the same manipulations which result in the
real part, case (a) results in







( |2μ − ω|
q
)
(q − |2μ − ω|) + π
2
{(2μ − ω + q) + (2μ − ω − q)}
)
, (B33)









2μ + ω +
√
(2μ + ω)2 − q2
q
)
(2μ + ω − q)
− ln
(
2μ − ω +
√
(2μ − ω)2 − q2
q
)
(2μ − ω − q)
)
. (B34)
The addition of the inter and intraband polarization operators give the total expression for zz;00. The above results can be
summarized as
zz;00(ω, q) = zz;00+ (ω, q) + zz;00− (ω, q), (B35)
where




ω2 − q2 (ω − q) − i 1
2
√
q2 − ω2 (q − ω) (B36)
and
zz;00+ (ω, q) = zz;00+,1 (q, ω) (ω − q) + zz;00+,2 (q, ω) (q − ω), (B37)
with real and imaginary parts






ω2 − q2( f (z)1 (ω, q)(|2μ + ω| − q) + sgn(ω − 2μ + q) f (z)1 (−ω, q)(|2μ − ω| − q)
− f (z)2 (ω, q){(2μ − ω + q) + (2μ − ω − q)}
)
, (B38)






f (z)3 (−ω, q)(q − |2μ − ω|) +
π
2
{(2μ + ω − q) + (2μ − ω − q)}
)
, (B39)






q2 − ω2( f (z)3 (ω, q)(q − |2μ + ω|) + f (z)3 (−ω, q)(q − |2μ − ω|)
+ π
2
{(|2μ − ω| − q) + (|2μ + ω| − q)}), (B40)




q2 − ω2( f (z)4 (ω, q)(2μ + ω − q) − f (z)4 (−ω, q)(2μ − ω − q)), (B41)
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where
f (z)1 (ν, q) = ln
(
|2μ + ν +
√


















, f (z)4 (ν, q) = ln
(
|2μ + ν +
√




To make the physics of antiscreening more transparent, we observe that the real part for ω < q is
Re zz;00(ω, q) = 1
2
√












where pi = {min(2μ + ω, q), min(2μ − ω, q)}, and that this expression for ω = 0 and q < 2μ is simply
Re zz;00(ω = 0, q < 2μ) = 2μ
π
(B44)
as stated in the main text Eq. (9). Since zz;00 > 0, the denominator in (B3), given by 1 − zz;00Vzz;00 < 1, and hence Vzz;00 is
enhanced.
For completeness, we also state without proof the known expression for 00;00, which has a similar form. The interband
polarization operator is




ω2 − q2 




q2 − ω2 
(q − ω), (B45)
while the intraband polarization operator is given by
00;00+ (ω, q) = 00;00+,1 (q, ω) (ω − q) + 00;00+,2 (q, ω) (q − ω), (B46)
where








f (0)1 (ω, q) (|2μ + ω| − q) + sgn(ω − 2μ + q) f (0)1 (−ω, q) (|2μ − ω| − q)
+ f (0)2 (ω, q){(2μ − ω + q) + (2μ − ω − q)}
)
, (B47)






f (0)3 (−ω, q) (q − |2μ − ω|) +
πq2
2
{(2μ − ω + q) + (2μ − ω − q)}
)
, (B48)












{(|2μ + ω| + q) + (|2μ − ω| − q)}
)
, (B49)




q2 − ω2 (2μ + ω − q)
(




f (0)1 (ν, q) = (2μ + ν)
√
(2μ + ν)2 − q2 − q2 ln
(
|2μ + ν +
√













, f (0)3 (ν, q) = (2μ + ν)
√






f (0)4 (ν, q) = (2μ + ν)
√
(2μ + ν)2 − q2 − q2 ln
(
|2μ + ν +
√




in accordance with Ref. [20], noting that we have assumed ω > 0, and that the definition of  in Ref. [20] differs from the
conventional one by a relative minus sign, as is clear from their Eq. (2). The derivation of this expression is similar to the one
we presented for zz;00, but with Jμ = Jν = σ 0τ 0 and therefore a different trace structure in the numerator of (B6).
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Again, the screening effects of this function can be made manifest by observing that the real part of this expression for ω < q
is simply



















which in the limit of ω = 0 and q < 2μ is
Re 00;00(ω = 0, q < 2μ) = −2μ
π
(B53)
corresponding to conventional screening ie weakening of the effective value of V00;00.
The derivation of the polarization operator for intervalley scattering follows the same kind of manipulations as those above,
but our calculations found the intravalley interactions to be the dominant effect, so we omit these results.
APPENDIX C: ZERO-TEMPERATURE GAP
The gap equation is solved by adopting a simplified form of the interaction, Eq. (13) in the main text, where the constants
g1, g2, g3 may be taken to be the averages of the scattering amplitude (5) over the ranges 0 < p <  and  < p < K . The
solution to the gap equation is then of the form
(k) = 1( − k) + 2(k − ). (C1)




































where at large p, we make the replacement
√






























where the effective coupling g∗ is



























In the weak coupling limit, we may set g∗ → g1. The magnitude of the coupling g1 (and hence g∗) may be varied arbitrarily
between the weak and strong coupling regimes by tuning of the density within a narrow range. We may therefore nominally
choose g∗ = g1 = ν0(kF , kF ) since any corrections to this value can be simply compensated by small changes in the density.
Thus the gap equation to leading order in the coupling depends only on g1,









Defining 1 = vkF x,  = kF κ0 and changing variables p − kF = kF κ , we may express the implicit formula for the gap
x = /EF in the form





















Solution of this implicit equation yields the zero temperature gap.
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APPENDIX D: CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
In order to obtain the critical temperature, we take the limit
 → 0 in Eq. (15) in the main text which gives












Similarly to the T = 0 gap solution, we obtain coupled equa-
tions for 1,2. Using the same manipulations, we find that
to leading order we may keep only the first term in the equa-







(κ + 1)dκ. (D2)
The critical temperature Tc is plotted in Fig. 3(b). We note that
the ratio remains Tc/ ≈ 1.8 for all 0 <  < 0.2EF .
APPENDIX E: SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF THE
SUPERCONDUCTING GAP
The structure of the superconducting order parameter can
be obtained by a minimizing the free energy obtained from
mean-field theory. The generic mean-field Hamiltonian to ac-










yτ x )sτ,s′τ ′c
†
−ksτ






where s =↑,↓; τ = ±1 account for physical spin and valley,
with τμ and sμ the corresponding Pauli operators, c†ksτ creates
an electron in the upper energy band, and −1(k, p) is the
Cooper channel scattering amplitude. Spin and valley indices







μ(k̂x + iαk̂y)(τ x + iβτ y). (E2)
The basis functions k̂x ± ik̂y = (kx ± iky)/k and τ x ± iτ y
account for p-wave pairing within the two valleys; the analysis
can be easily generalised to the case of point group rather than
full rotational symmetry—for more detail see, e.g., Ref. [55].
Intravalley pairing is accounted for by the factor τ x in the
Hamiltonian (E1), since the basis (τ x ± iτ y)τ x is diagonal in
valley space. The vector μ components of dμαβ account for the
triplet spin structure in the usual way,
dx = 1
2





(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉). (E3)
We collect all degrees of freedom into a triplet (indexed
by μ = 1, 2, 3) of 2 × 2 matrices, which are spanned by Pauli
matrices η̂x, η̂y, η̂z, such that










The corresponding symmetry operations then take the follow-
ing representation:
SU (2) : dαβ → R(θ )dαβ, U (1)v : d̂μ → d̂μei 12 φη̂z , U (1) : d̂μ → ei 12 ψη̂z d̂μ,  : d̂μ → η̂x(d̂μ)∗η̂x . (E5)
Here, R(θ ) is a three-dimensional rotation matrix, and α, β = ±.









ω − εk −kisyτ x











Integrating out the electronic degrees of freedom gives the free energy in terms of the order parameter dμαβ [56,57],




ω − εk −kisyτ x







−1(k, p)p ≡ iF (0) + iF , (E7)










ω − εk k
i










In the weak coupling limit, we are justified in approximating F by the quartic and quadratic terms in this series, which gives
us a Landau-Ginzburg free energy of the form
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where a1, a2 > 0. Importantly, the coefficients of the quartic











The off-diagonal terms in dαβ with α = −β are energeti-
cally costly and can be set to zero. Since α = β, this implies
that condensation within each valley involves a single chiral-
ity. The cross products make nonunitary states energetically
unfavorable. We find that the free energy for d++ and d−−
decouple. Minimizing (E9), we find that
d++ = Rd0(1, 0, 0), d−+ = 0, d20 =
a1
b
, d−+ = 0,




where R is an arbitrary SO(3) rotation matrix. Setting d++ =








μisy(k̂x + iαk̂y)(τ 0 + ατ z )
= (d · s isy)(k̂xτ 0 + ik̂yτ z ). (E12)
This is a unitary spin triplet state, with chiral px + ipy
pairing in one valley and px − ipy pairing in the other,
FIG. 7. In each valley, electrons undergo pairing with angular
momentum || = 1. The lowest energy superconducting state (E12)
is a time reversal invariant combination of opposite chirality states
at each Dirac point. The electrons undergo px + ipy pairing in one
valley, and px − ipy pairing in the other.
(Fig. 7). Analogous to two (opposite chirality) copies of
the A phase of 3He [58]. This state preserves time reversal
symmetry, but spontaneously breaks SU(2) spin rotation sym-
metry down to U(1) rotations about the vector d (which is
arbitrary).
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